
//Secure Suite
Robust access control for colocation to meet compliance or regulatory for
physical security. 

Secure Suite is a service option that lets you wrap your infrastructure with the right level of physical security to 
meet the needs of your business. Colocation with Cyberfort already comes with an impressive level of physical 
security. However, when you need greater assurance, our Secure Suite service provides added peace of mind.

For customers that need to demonstrate a robust approach to data and system security by controlling and 
restricting physical access, Secure Suite offers the convenience of a ‘datacentre within a datacentre’ without the 
complexity and expense of building a facility. As a minimum standard The Bunker Secure Suite offers superior levels 
of physical security to any comparable data centre in the UK.
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Key Features

Secure Cages
Highly secure cages or private rooms suitable for 
meeting compliance or any other requirement for 
the assurance of restricted physical access.

Select Access Control
Choose the access control and security devices 
that are appropriate for your needs including 
CCTV, single/dual keypads, safes and remote 
monitoring.

Data Security Assurance
End-to-end assurance of secure data and media 
handling over its lifecycle with offsite backups and 
WEEE regulated media destruction.

Mirror Sites
Replicate data and infrastructure to an identical or 
alternatively specified Secure Suite at our Ash or 
Newbury sites as required.

KEY BENEFITS

‘Datacentre within a Datacentre’ 
Meet compliance or demonstrate your robust 
approach to data and systems security to partners 
without the cost of building your own.

High levels of physical security
Meet UK, EU, US, international or internal 
corporate compliance standards.

Compliance Ready
N3 / PSN / IL / PCI DSS approved for central and 
local government, the NHS and the payment card 
industry.

Secured for Government, Public Services and 
Finance
Get the highest level of standard physical security 
of any comparable data centre in the UK.



Access control expertise for assured physical security of data and infrastructure

Cyberfort’s highly secure and high availability UK-based facilities at Ash and Newbury are the data centres of 
choice for our security conscious customers. Our Secure Suite Service is designed to give customers total 
peace of mind.

When you colocate and opt for a Secure Suite with The Bunker you work with experts that understand the 
requirement for high levels of physical security to protect data and systems. You might simply need a locked 
cage or room. However, when you need more sophisticated access control our physical security experts will 
deploy and maintain the right measures.
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Why do so many security oriented businesses choose to partner with us?

Cyberfort’s Secure Suite customers form a significant segment. The range includes 
businesses and public sector organisations of many types including healthcare, 
local authorities and financial services. Secure Suite customers choose
us for these key reasons: 

   Business with confidence
   “Don’t worry about security, focus on core activity”

   Uncompromising security
   “Security is the foundation of our business”

   Micorosoft and Open Source
   “We have extensive in-house expertise in both”

   Recognising our value
   “Customers realise measurable ROI from our services”

   Certainty over security
   “UK-only data centres avoid sovereignty and privacy issues”

   Trusted partner
   “We build enduring relationships that deliver mutual benefit”

Join the growing numbers of organisations that recognise the value Cyberfort adds 
to their businesses.

Professionally accredited and Recognised Services

Our many certifications, awards, memberships and technical competencies underpin our reputation as a 
leading centre of excellence for delivering secure data centre services and solutions. Customers have the 
peace of mind that Cyberfort possesses the experience, qualifications and associations needed to supply the 
high levels of security, resilience and service performance expected.

A service portfolio that flexes and adapts to your needs

Cyberfort’s service portfolio provides different ways for businesses to obtain services that support their core 
business. This provides each Secure Suite customer with the assurance that however your business or the 
supporting technology might change, we are able to flex and adapt our services to meet your needs.


